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Turbulent transport in the TCV SOL
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Abstract

From probe measurements in the far SOL of TCV it is demonstrated that while the particle density profile becomes
increasingly broader with increasing line averaged density, the radial variation of the fluctuation statistics remains the
same. Excellent agreement is found between the experimental measurements and an interchange turbulence simulation,
revealing intermittent plasma transport dominated by radial motion of plasma filaments. On the basis of this favourable
code–experiment agreement, it is concluded that no reliable parameterization exists for the turbulent particle flux in terms
of effective diffusion and convection coefficients.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Turbulent transport in the scrape-off layer (SOL)
of magnetically confined plasmas is routinely quan-
tified in terms of effective diffusion coefficients. This
has usually been justified on the basis of the so-
called flux–gradient paradigm, namely that turbu-
lence and hence anomalous transport is driven by
gradients in the local plasma parameters. This par-
adigm underlies most theories of collective motions
and transport in the SOL [1].
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However, a number of experimental investiga-
tions have shown that turbulent transport in the
SOL is dominated by radial motion of field-aligned
plasma filaments, observed as blobs in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field. These structures
seem to be formed in the vicinity of the last closed
magnetic flux surface and propagate radially far
into the SOL. Such intermittent transport has been
found to prevail in virtually all confinement regimes
and may significantly influence plasma interaction
with main chamber walls in future long pulse
devices [2–12].

It has been recently demonstrated that two-
dimensional interchange turbulence simulations
are able to reproduce the radial variation of profiles
.
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Fig. 1. Time-averaged particle density profiles.
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Fig. 2. Scale length for the particle density profiles.
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and fluctuation statistics measured in the SOL of
TCV. The simulations clearly indicate that turbu-
lence is driven in the steep profile region inside the
SOL, from where plasma blobs intermittently erupt
into the open field line region. This is likely to be the
cause of the experimentally observed broad particle
density profiles, large relative fluctuation levels, and
the skewed conditional waveforms and single-point
probability distributions found in the SOL plasma
[12–14].

In this contribution we first analyze a set of den-
sity ramp discharges on TCV and compare probe
measurements with the results of a turbulence sim-
ulation. We then address the question of whether
the turbulent particle transport can be parameter-
ized in terms of effective diffusion and convection
coefficients, as is routinely estimated from experi-
mental measurements [6–9] and assumed in analy-
tical and transport code modelling of SOL
plasmas [15–18].

2. SOL profiles and fluctuations

For this investigation we analyze probe data
from a set of identical, deuterium fuelled, ohmi-
cally heated, density ramp pulses with plasma cur-
rent 340 kA. A fast reciprocating Langmuir probe
array measures the ion saturation current and
floating potential poloidally halfway between the
outer midplane and the X-point in these lower sin-
gle null discharges. These measurements are used
to estimate the radial turbulent particle flux den-
sity. Two probe reciprocations are performed for
each discharge, corresponding to line averaged
densities, ne, of approximately 4.5 · 1019 m�3 and
11 · 1019 m�3, respectively. These low and high
density cases will henceforth be denoted respec-
tively by RCP1 and RCP2. Further details of the
experiment and measurements can be found in
Refs. [10–12]. In particular, Ref. [12] describes
the model equations, geometry and results of inter-
change turbulence simulations that have been per-
formed for the outboard TCV SOL and with
which we present further comparison here against
experimental measurements.

Fig. 1 presents the time-averaged particle density
profiles for the two probe reciprocations. The nor-
malized radial coordinate, q, is defined as zero at
the separatrix and unity at the wall radius. Mapped
from the probe position to the outboard midplane
along flux surfaces, this gives a separatrix to wall
clearance of approximately 3 cm for the magnetic
equilibrium considered here. In common with
observations on several other tokamaks, the profile
in the main SOL becomes broader with increasing ne

[5–9]. Assuming exponentially varying profiles
results in the particle density scale lengths, defined
by

kn ¼ �
n

on=or
¼ � 1

o ln n=or
ð1Þ

presented in Fig. 2. In the low-density case the pro-
file is steep in the vicinity of the separatrix with a
scale length of about 0.5 cm. Further out the profile
is much broader, with an estimated scale length of
approximately 3 cm. In the high density case the
profile is nearly exponential over the main SOL.
An exponential fit from the separatrix position to
the wall radius yields a scale length of 5 cm. This
broadening of the plasma profile, in both scale
length and radial extent, leads to enhanced levels
of plasma interaction with the main chamber wall
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Fig. 5. Flatness of the particle density fluctuations.
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and is generally attributed to turbulent transport.
The latter is supported by results from an edge–
SOL electrostatic (ESEL) interchange turbulence
simulation for which the model parameters are
adapted to the high density TCV case appropriate
to RCP2 [12]. The result from this simulation has
been included along with the experimental data in
Figs. 1 and 2, and all of the subsequent figures pre-
sented here.

Despite significant differences in the time-aver-
aged profile with increasing ne, the fluctuation sta-
tistics have a similar radial variation over the SOL
region where the profile is broad. This is clearly
seen from the radial variation of the standard
deviation, skewness and flatness of the particle
density fluctuations, shown in Figs. 3–5. Here
the skewness and flatness are defined such as to
vanish for a Gaussian distribution [4]. The relative
fluctuation level is of order unity and the abun-
dance of positive bursts in the probe time series
leads to statistical distributions which are strongly
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Fig. 3. Relative particle density fluctuation levels.
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Fig. 4. Skewness of the particle density fluctuations.
skewed and flattened. As seen in the figures, these
statistical moments are well reproduced by the
turbulence simulation for both the high and low
density cases of RCP1 and RCP2. This is in fact
a manifestation on a small scale (namely, for just
two different densities in the same discharge) of
the universal statistical properties seen in the
TCV probe time series across a wide range of dis-
charge parameters [10,11]. The good agreement
between code and experiment, along with the
direct observations of field-aligned, filamentary
structures in the SOL of other tokamaks [3], indi-
cate that the broad plasma profiles and the high
relative fluctuation levels are due to radial inter-
change motions of plasma filaments [12–14]. This
is therefore also very likely to be what underlies
the radial increase in the statistical moments seen
in these experiments. Based on this insight, it is
not at all evident that the radial turbulent particle
flux density, C, shown in Fig. 6, can be parame-
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Fig. 6. Time-averaged profile of the radial turbulent particle flux.
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terized in terms of an effective diffusion or convec-
tive velocity.

3. Turbulent transport

Transport of a passive scalar subject to advection
by a random, small-scale velocity field can be
described on large scales by an effective diffusivity
provided the turbulent flow possesses certain sym-
metry properties [19–21]. A separation of the spatial
and temporal scales between the turbulent motions
and the passive scalar field is inherent in the deriva-
tion and hence for the concept of an effective
diffusivity. Based on this theoretical foundation,
turbulent transport in magnetized plasmas is often
described in terms of an effective diffusion coefficient
for the particle transport defined by

C ¼ �Deff
on
or
¼ nDeff

kn
; ð2Þ

where C is estimated from probe measurements in
the TCV experiments and calculated directly in the
simulations [12]. Using the separatrix values
n � 2 · 1019 m�3, C � 3 · 1021 m�2 s�1 and kn �
4 cm for the high density TCV case, the effective dif-
fusivity is 6 m2 s�1. The radial variation of Deff for
the two density cases and the turbulence simulation
is presented in Fig. 7. In the low density case, Deff

increases with radius, while at high density the effec-
tive diffusivity has a broad peak in the middle of the
SOL. Thus, the turbulent particle flux cannot be
unambiguously parameterized in terms of an effec-
tive diffusivity. We also note that Deff is almost an
order of magnitude larger than the Bohm diffusion
level, DBohm = Te/16eB, which is approximately
1 m2 s�1 for the separatrix parameters chosen
above.
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Fig. 7. Effective diffusion coefficient defined by knC/n.
The failure of the diffusion ansatz as a descrip-
tion of experimental measurements, together with
the increasing experimental evidence for intermit-
tent SOL transport caused by radial motion of
plasma filaments, have motivated the heuristic
application of an effective convective velocity, Veff,
for parameterization of the turbulent particle flux
density [7–9,16–18]

C ¼ nV eff : ð3Þ

For the same separatrix plasma and flux density val-
ues used above, the convective velocity defined by
Eq. (3) is 150 m s�1. Fig. 8 shows that Veff varies
significantly over the radial extent of the SOL at
low density (RCP1). At high density (RCP2), the
effective convective velocity is roughly constant over
the main SOL. It is interesting to note that in the
region with broad particle density profiles, Veff is
roughly the same for the two density cases. It would
appear, however, that neither a diffusive nor a
convective ansatz are appropriate descriptions of
the turbulent particle flux.

In analytical and transport code modelling of
SOL plasmas, the transport is often described as a
simple linear combination of effective convection
and diffusion [16–18]

C ¼ nbV eff � bDeff

on
or
: ð4Þ

Of course, these transport coefficients cannot be in-
ferred from the above estimates which describe the
transport as being due to either diffusion or convec-
tion. We have thus used hat symbols to indicate that
the coefficients in Eq. (4) are different from those de-
fined by Eqs. (2) and (3). From Eq. (4) it follows
that the ratio of the particle flux and number density
can be written as:
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Fig. 8. Effective convective velocity defined by C/n.
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Fig. 9. Scatter plot for the flux–gradient relationship.
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C
n
¼ bV eff �

bDeff

n
on
or
¼ bV eff þ

bDeff

kn
: ð5Þ

Thus, if the turbulent particle flux can be parameter-
ized in terms of a radially constant effective diffusiv-
ity and convective velocity, a plot of C/n versus 1/kn

would result in a straight line from which the trans-
port coefficients could be trivially determined [22].
Specifically, bV eff would be given by the point where
the approximately linear curve intersects the vertical
axis and bDeff would be given by the slope of the
curve. As can be seen from Fig. 9, this is not at all
the case for the experimental measurements nor
the simulation considered here. There does not even
seem to a functional relationship, as would be the
case for simple radial variations of the transport
coefficients. This clearly indicates that, at least for
these TCV plasmas, no simple parameterization of
the radial turbulent particle flux appears to exist if
this transport is to be described purely in terms of
an effective particle diffusivity and a convective
velocity. In particular, the significant variation of
the transport coefficients with both radial position
and line-averaged plasma density precludes any reli-
able parameterization of use for transport
modelling.
4. Conclusions

Analysis of probe measurements in a set of TCV
density ramp experiments has shown that the parti-
cle density fluctuations in the SOL exhibit universal
properties despite significant changes in the average
profiles [10]. The relative fluctuation level, skewness
and flatness are all increasing functions of radius.
Two-dimensional interchange turbulence simula-
tions adapted to the experiments are in quantitative
agreement for the radial variation of the profiles and
fluctuation statistics [12]. Turbulent transport in the
SOL region is highly intermittent and dominated
by radial motion of plasma filaments. These struc-
tures display a complex spatio-temporal evolution,
including acceleration and dispersion processes
[13,14].

Turbulent transport in the SOL is routinely
described in terms of effective diffusion and convec-
tion coefficients. Here we have questioned the
physical foundation for this common practice. It
is found that for these TCV SOL plasmas, neither
the diffusion nor the convection ansatz are able to
uniformly describe the experimental measurements.
This is hardly a surprising result, bearing in mind
that SOL plasmas are generally characterized by
fluctuation levels of order unity, absence of scale
separation between profiles and fluctuations, and
most likely anisotropic and inhomogeneous turbu-
lent velocity fields. This negative result does of
course not undermine the usefulness of analytical
and transport code modelling based on effective
diffusion and convection coefficients. It does, how-
ever, provide strong motivation for further investi-
gations of SOL transport based on first principles
physics.
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